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ABSTRACT: Photoelectrochemical deposition of Se-Te on isolated Au islands using an unstructured, incoherent beam of light produces growth of Se-Te alloy towards the direction of the incident light beam. Full-wave electromagnetic simulations of light absorption indicated that the induced spatial growth anisotropy was a function of asymmetric absorption in the evolving deposit. Inorganic phototropic growth is analogous to biological systems such as palm trees that exhibit phototropic growth wherein physical extension of the plant guides the crown towards the time-averaged position of the sun, to maximize solar harvesting.

Many photosynthetic species, including plants such as palms, cabbage, and grass, as well as other organisms such as coral, exhibit phototropic growth, in which the growth of a biological system proceeds preferentially towards the time-averaged position of the sun.¹⁻⁴ A responsive phototropic growth process for inorganic materials that mimics natural phototropism may enable bottom-up, directed, and programmable generation of three-dimensional nanostructures and mesostructures in free space. Maskless photoelectrochemical growth of semiconducting Se-Te alloy films spontaneously produces ordered nanoscale features over macroscopic length scales, resulting in a variety of mesoscale film morphologies that are a function of the photoelectrochemical growth response of the discrete nanoscale features as well as the emergent behavior of the growing film.⁵⁻⁷ Electrochemical growth of Se-Te from 0.0200 M SeO₂, 0.0100 M TeO₂, and 2.00 M H₂SO₄ is accelerated by, and responsive to the wavelength, intensity, and polarization characteristics of, illumination with energy above the Se-Te band gap. For example, use of polarized light to stimulate film growth produces lamellae aligned along the optical polarization direction. Such growth phenomena are observed despite the use of an optically isotropic solution and substrate and an unstructured optical input, and the lack of any chemical or physical templating agents as well as any epitaxial relationship between the growing deposit and substrate. In this work, we demonstrate the spatially directed, inorganic phototropic growth of isolated Se-Te deposits in response to manipulation of the direction of a spatially conformal, incoherent, and unpolarized beam of light.
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Figure 1. (a)-(c) Cross-sectional and (d)-(f) top-down SEMs representative of photoelectrodeposits generated with \( \lambda_{avg} = 528 \text{ nm} \) illumination incident at the indicated angle \( \gamma \) from the substrate normal.

Se-Te was electrochemically grown under illumination on circular Au islands that were lithographically patterned onto an n⁺-Si substrate. The feature size and pitch of the Au islands were designed to minimize optical and electrochemical communication between adjacent regions of growth. Such isolation enabled investigation of the intrinsic material growth behavior independent of emergent phenomena, including array effects, which may dominate the growth characteristics of an unconstrained, extended film.⁷ Figure 1a-c presents representative cross-sectional scanning-electron micrographs (SEMs) of isolated Se-Te deposits generated using a narrowband light-emitting diode (LED) source with an intensity-weighted average wavelength, \( \lambda_{avg} \), of 528 nm, with the illumination incident at the indicated angle, \( \gamma \), from the surface.
normal. With $\gamma = 0^\circ$ (normal incidence, Figure 1a), a symmetrical, hemispherical cross-section was observed. For $\gamma = 30^\circ$ (Figure 1b) the deposit cross-section was mostly hemispherical, but exhibited some asymmetry in that greater mass was observed on the side of the incident illumination relative to the opposite side. For $\gamma = 60^\circ$ (Figure 1c) a larger growth anisotropy was observed than for $\gamma = 30^\circ$ (Figure 1b). Figure 1d-f presents top-down SEMs analogous to the cross-sections presented in Figure 1a-c.

With $\gamma = 0^\circ$ (Figure 1d) the deposit morphology was symmetrical, with an apparent circular projection. For both $\gamma = 30^\circ$ and $\gamma = 60^\circ$ (Figure 1e and f) less mass addition, and increased apparent roughness, was observed on the far side of the deposits, away from the direction of incident illumination. Hence the growth of Se-Te deposits can be directed to mimic the natural phototropism observed in biological systems, wherein mass addition is directed asymmetrically to extend the structure along the path of the incident illumination.

In many plant systems that exhibit phototropic growth, including the model organism Arabidopsis, the magnitude of the natural phototropic response is a function of the illumination wavelength, with phototropic growth primarily observed in response to photosynthesis stimulated by short-wavelength visible light. The mechanism of natural phototrophic growth has been explained by the molecular absorption necessary to drive the photochemical reactions that underpin the biological growth response, in conjunction with an auxin-related response that causes cells to elongate at locations farthest from the light.

Herein, electrochemical growth using illumination sources with several $\lambda_{avg}$ values was investigated to explore the wavelength sensitivity of Se-Te inorganic phototropic growth. Figure 2a-c presents cross-sectional SEMs of deposits generated using a LED with $\lambda_{avg} = 727$ nm with varying values of $\gamma$. With $\gamma = 0^\circ$ (Figure 2a) a symmetrical, hemispherical cross-section was observed, similar to the case of normally incident $\lambda_{avg} = 528$ nm illumination (Figure 1a). For $\gamma = 30^\circ$ (Figure 2b), some azimuthal asymmetry was observed in the deposits, with increased mass addition on the side of the incident illumination, but with less azimuthal asymmetry than growth using $\lambda_{avg} = 528$ nm at $\gamma = 30^\circ$ (Figure 1b). The deposit generated with $\gamma = 60^\circ$ (Figure 2c) exhibited the same type of asymmetry as for $\gamma = 30^\circ$ (Figure 2b) but with substantially greater azimuthal asymmetry, similar to the case of $\lambda_{avg} = 528$ nm incident at $\gamma = 60^\circ$ (Figure 1c). Figures 2d-f present data analogous to that presented in Figure 2a-c but for deposits generated using a LED with $\lambda_{avg} = 843$ nm. In all three cases ($\gamma = 0$, 30 and 60$^\circ$) a symmetrical, hemispherical cross-section was observed. Similar to the behavior observed in natural systems, the magnitude of the inorganic phototropic response varied with wavelength, and asymmetry was not observable for growth stimulated by illumination having a sufficiently long wavelength (near-infrared).

Figure 2. Cross-sectional SEMs representative of photoelectrodeposits generated with the indicated $\lambda_{avg}$ illumination incident at the indicated angle $\gamma$ from the substrate normal.

To gain insight into the relation between the material absorption and the observed phototropic response, light absorption simulations were performed using full-wave electromagnetic simulations. Model Se-Te structures about metallic islands in an electrolyte solution were used as representations of the morphologies that developed during photoelectrochemical growth. Analysis by energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy (Table S1 and Figure S7) indicated that the composition of the photoelectrodeposited material was independent of the illumination inputs for the investigated parameter space. The materials properties used in the modeling were in accord with the composition of the material measured experimentally by EDX and Raman spectroscopy. The optical extinction coefficient of Se-Te alloys decreases with increasing wavelength from the visible regime to the near-infrared regime. Figure 3a-c presents graphical representations of the light absorption profiles calculated for the model structure using $\lambda_{avg} = 528$ nm for $\gamma = 0$, 30 and 60$^\circ$. For $\gamma = 0^\circ$ (Figure 3a) the absorption profile was symmetrical and most of the absorption was strongly localized near the growth (solution) interface. With $\gamma = 30^\circ$ (Figure 3b) the absorption was also tightly confined near the solution interface but was asymmetrically distributed spatially, with greater absorption on the side of the incident illumination. A similar profile, but with a greater degree of angular asymmetry, was observed for $\gamma = 60^\circ$ (Figure 3c). The extent of asymmetry in the absorption profiles correlated with the morphological anisotropies observed for deposits generated with the $\lambda_{avg} = 528$ nm source (Figure 1). The greater surface roughness observed for deposits generated with the $\lambda_{avg} = 528$ nm source and $\gamma = 30$ and 60$^\circ$ on the far side, away from the direction of illumination incidence, relative to the illuminated side, is similar to the roughness observed for a deposit generated in the dark (Figure S5). This observation
suggests that the absorption of light by the deposit is sufficient to attenuate light-directed growth on the far side and relatively favor dark growth wherein mass addition may be dictated by electrochemical kinetics.
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Figure 3. Simulated light absorption profiles in a model photoelectrodeposit morphology for illumination with the indicated \( \lambda_{avg} \) incident at the indicated angle \( \gamma \) from the substrate normal.

Figure 3d-f presents analogous data to Figure 3a-c but for calculations using \( \lambda_{avg} = 727 \text{ nm} \). For \( \gamma = 0^\circ \) (Figure 3d) the profile was symmetric but exhibited less concentration of absorption along the solution interface than for \( \lambda_{avg} = 528 \text{ nm} \) (Figure 3a). For \( \gamma = 30^\circ \) (Figure 3e) the profile showed some absorption concentration on side of the incident illumination but was more azimuthally isotropic than the profile for \( \lambda_{avg} = 528 \text{ nm} \) with \( \gamma = 30^\circ \) (Figure 3b). With \( \gamma = 60^\circ \) (Figure 3f), the absorption was asymmetrically concentrated on the same side of the normal as the incident illumination but was not confined as strongly along the interface as for any angle of incidence with \( \lambda_{avg} = 528 \text{ nm} \) (Figure 3a-c). The decreased optical concentration near the growth interface observed in the profiles for \( \lambda_{avg} = 727 \text{ nm} \) relative to those for \( \lambda_{avg} = 528 \text{ nm} \) is consistent with the decrease in extinction coefficient of the Se-Te material as the wavelength increases. As for \( \lambda_{avg} = 528 \text{ nm} \), the azimuthal symmetry observed in the absorption profiles for \( \lambda_{avg} = 727 \text{ nm} \) (Figure 3d-f) is consistent with the morphological anisotropy in the deposits generated with the same \( \lambda_{avg} \) (Figure 2a-c).

Figure 3g-i presents representations of absorption profiles similar to those presented in Figure 3a-c and d-f but for calculations using \( \lambda_{avg} = 843 \text{ nm} \). For \( \gamma = 0^\circ \) (Figure 3g) the profile is symmetric, but a similar magnitude of absorption is observed in both the apex of the structure near the solution interface and at the bottom of the structure near the substrate interface, in contrast to the profile observed for \( \lambda_{avg} = 528 \text{ nm} \) with \( \gamma = 0^\circ \) (Figure 3a). For \( \gamma = 30^\circ \) and \( 60^\circ \) (Figure 3h and i), some azimuthal asymmetry in the absorption profiles was observed, with the absorption biased toward the side of the incident illumination. However, the overall localization of the absorption was lower than observed in the analogous cases with \( \lambda_{avg} = 727 \text{ nm} \) (Figure 3e and f). The low degree of optical concentration observed in the profiles for \( \lambda_{avg} = 843 \text{ nm} \) (Figure 3g-i) is consistent with the lower material optical absorption at this wavelength than at \( \lambda_{avg} = 528 \text{ nm} \) or \( \lambda_{avg} = 727 \text{ nm} \), and is moreover consistent with the lack of morphological anisotropy observed experimentally for deposits generated with the \( \lambda_{avg} = 843 \text{ nm} \) source. The computational data, in conjunction with experimental results, thus indicates that the phototropic response arises from spatially anisotropic absorption in the growing deposits, which in turn promotes locally elevated rates of electrochemical growth where absorption is high, resulting in directional growth. A phototropic response was not observed when the optical absorption was predominantly spatially isotropic, such as for \( \lambda_{avg} = 843 \text{ nm} \) (Figure 3g-i). Due to low optical absorption and thus high optical penetration under these conditions, the isotropic absorption resulted in spatially isotropic rates of mass addition along the growth interface, effecting symmetric deposits.

The cumulative data presented herein demonstrates that inorganic phototropic growth, wherein material addition is directed towards an unstructured light beam in free space in analogy to the manner that many plants grow towards the sun, can be achieved via light-guided electrochemical growth of Se-Te. The directionality of the inorganic phototropic response is a function of direction of the illumination incidence whereas the magnitude of the response is dependent on both the incidence vector and the wavelength. Simulations of light absorption in model Se-Te deposits, combined with the experimental data, indicate that the phototropic response is a consequence of spatially anisotropic absorption in the evolving material. Techniques to capitalize on inorganic phototropic response to construct complex three-dimensional morphologies that may be difficult or impossible to generate via conventional lithographic means are now being investigated.
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